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Remember: they need us - we don’t need them

<center>

 

"Remember: they need us

we don’t need them

They are too stupid

to live without us!

Shut it ALL down!!"

 

the only way to ruin

the bankster system

is taking out your money

pay as many loans as you can

and go live in a van

if they dont get your money

they dont get power

 

well it came out some

months ago that 2/3 of

all judges and attourneys

are freemasons

and thats in little sweden

this is widespread...

 

.

 

you forgot about george W bush

he started the wars in

the middle east

"and gave birth to a demon"

- immortal technique

 

.

 

"we are free to be free"

- nelson mandela

 

just live your life

to the fullest

read a lot



think a lot

talk a lot

expand your mind

and your compassion

 

thats all us

normal men

can do

 

.

 

there wont be

any organization

since we

rely on social

media to do it

and its big brother

watching over

us there

 

there wasnt a civil war

during corona

so why would it happen now?

 

.

 

i do art music

poetry all

the time

 

i dont really feel

free then

not liberated

but i improve the

world with that

 

leonard cohen told me:

 

"you have made a difference"

 

only in creativity and



love and parenthood

are we truly free

which the people in

power have nothing of

 

theyre hollow inside

why they do

adrenochrome orgys

and that shit

 

i adore

normal

people

 

the ones who are

just trying to

get ends meet

 

the every man <3

 

.

 

actually

70 million americans

identify as "german"

so theres lots of

ashkenazi there

 

its not just a few

its not just

the "elite"

 

.

 

you forgot about george W bush

he started the wars in

the middle east

"and gave birth to a demon"

- immortal technique

 

.



 

"we are free to be free"

- nelson mandela

 

just live your life

to the fullest

read a lot

think a lot

talk a lot

expand your mind

and your compassion

 

thats all us

normal men

can do

 

.

 

there wont be

any organization

since we

rely on social

media to do it

and its big brother

watching over

us there

 

there wasnt a civil war

during corona

so why would it happen now?

 

.

 

i do art music

poetry all

the time

 

i dont really feel

free then

not liberated

but i improve the



world with that

 

leonard cohen told me:

 

"you have made a difference"

 

only in creativity and

love and parenthood

are we truly free

which the people in

power have nothing of

 

theyre hollow inside

why they do

adrenochrome orgys

and that shit

 

i adore

normal

people

 

the ones who are

just trying to

get ends meet

 

the every man <3

 

.

 

actually

70 million americans

identify as "german"

so theres lots of

ashkenazi there

 

its not just a few

its not just

the "elite"

 

this is real good

the problem with



waking up the sheep

is they have some

addiction

some demon

which makes them live

in a lala world

they believe everything

from this demon

whether its newscasts

or newspapers

or things they hear

at the bar (alcohol)

or from their mates - weed

 

.

 

its not experimental

they tested on

military personell

from what i understand

(that dont care if they die)

 

there were 1300 side effects

listed in the pfizer docs

but they were only

the ones

"of special interest"

 

in truth

the vaccine can give you

any disease in the world

the 36 snake venoms in it

home in on your weakest

body part (figured out

by the nanochip)

and attacks it

 

.

 

when i didnt take

(legal) drugs



i met aliens (the

greys) sometimes

 

they actually operated on me once so i would get stronger

 

havent talked much about it

since i take dip i

havent seen em around

 

i was on a stronger

frequency before

i honoured truth above all else

and still try to

even if im "in" the matrix

 

.

 

"In Canada the liberals are making life so miserable for the elderly and people on fixed incomes that they

will be lining up for MAID... Just think... over 60,000 poor souls have already had the government kill

them... Now all those disability, pension, cpp, and welfare payments worth well over $80,000,000.00 each

month will be a bonus for the government.

I wonder which black hole all that cash will disappear into..?"

 

they payed a lot for

the vaccines though

but not that amount

 

hadnt thought of that

 

the housing market is

in quadrillions

in the US alone

for example

 

lots of money at stake...

 

they will have their

adrenochrome parties

 

a lot of people

are satanists



you just have to

open your eyes

 

.

 

ive been in the

psychiatric system

since 2006

 

they do weird

things to you

 

the things that happen

behind closed doors

(that its illegal to

film/record voice)

are too hard to explain

 

anyway

in 2007 i was

perscribed

parkinson meds

a real shit doctor

 

didnt take

them even once

 

but you get shakey

from high neuroleptic

prolonged use

(tardiv dyskinesi)

 

then you

get a pill

for that

a pill for

this

 

somatic meds

arent better

id actually say



they are worse

 

ive now over 2 months

reduced my daily

pills by like 12

 

i got painkillers

then a pill to remove

the stomache ulcer

from the pills

got anxiety 24/7..

 

so i happened to

read up on it

and quit both pills

 

i dont have more pains now

and i use natural

healing methods

to get well

 

like acupressure

lifting weights

kung fu massage

hot stone massage

pillow massage...

 

.

 

These videos explain that

funding for Ukraine with

taxpayers' money is

going to the World Bank.

Then lent out with interest

to Ukraine and other countries.

Just another way that

our money is being stolen.

https://www.brighteon.com/87bc3e55-319b-486f-b7ee-596507137a7b

https://www.brighteon.com/61e4b450-a16b-424d-9ef8-6be64ef4cfa6

 

.



 

"actions speak

louder than words"

they say

but in todays society

if you can lie

your way through

disciplinary action

its more

"words speak louder

than actions".

 

.

 

actually

EMPs arent needed

but they could

work that way too

since your body is

electric from

the nanochip

they can "turn off"

anyone anytime they want

 

they get the

"5g death ray"

then

extreme parkinsonism

and if they survive that

they get psychotic anger

and death despair

 

seen in early

chinese videos

during corona

 

.

 

The ONLY climate change

crisis you and I will

experience is a



goverment-mandated

cap on carbon usage,

monitored by the activity

on our 'individual'

carbon tracking apps

combined with a

nations CBDC program

The cherry on top is

a Social Credit Score.

 

.

 

ever wondered why

iran is so powerful?

 

aryan really means iranian

they owned the world before

 

and they take saffron

the greatest drug

on the planet

 

.

 

Starting in the 80s

healthy people where

given PCR testing positive

for HIV and under Fauci’s

directive given the drug AZT

and then later

dying of AIDS

Sound familiar?

 

fauci actually was teamed

up with another scientist

who noticed you could treat

the AIDS parasite

(from taking heavy drugs

for about 10 years

your immune system

gets compromised)



with cheap costing herbs

 

he was driven to

the ground though

and faucis method

was tauted as

the big thing

 

yes, all people with

"aids" / "hiv"

die if they get AZT

 

.

 

EMPs and DEWs are

for real though

EMPs can make the

people go insane

they even got burns

from it during the

freedom australia rally

that got 1 million

participants

 

most natural disasters

around the world now

are DEWs - directed energy

weapons from airplane

 

.

 

our human-huwoman species is under direct attack, from a race of beings, which can appear as us, but aren't

human-huwoman beings, wherein their agendas are to almost completely eradicate us, down to less then

500.000.000 human-huwoman beings, so they can completely, and utterly control what's left of our species,

while controlling everything that we currently own, down to your socks, shoes, and eye ware, if you

currently own some for seeing and reading . . .

 

if any of you have seen the 1988 not-so sci-fi, roddy piper, and keith david documentary film called " they

live ", and you understand what that documentary was about, then you understand my words, and their

meanings here . . .

 



if you haven't yet watched that documentary yet, i strongly suggest that you find it, and watch it a.s.a.p. . . ;-

o

 

remember . . .the evil, non-human beings, aka creatures behind the evil wef, have already publicly stated,

many times now, that " you, meaning we, aka everyone will own nothing, and be happy " . . .

 

yeah . . . if they get their evil, psychotic, and psychopathic criminal ways, and take by force, everything that

we currently own, then we will own absolutely nothing, not even our own clothes, and everything else,

which is pure un-hinged over the f'n top criminal psychopathy from these evil, non-human beings, aka

monsters . . . ;-(

 

this is not a joke, or a gag from, or by me, but a foretelling of what's coming up really fast, unless we stop

them, and retake our countries governments from " they, who live " for the moment in the shadows, while

plotting, and planning our species almost complete eradication, and extinction . . . '-o

 

do you fully, and completely understand my crystal clear words, and their meanings ?

 

you dont have to

capitalize every word

makes it harder to read

but yes

i know this

but your info is

good for newcomers

 

keep up researching and

expanding your mind

it will be useful in

your next rebirth

 

.

 

i regret not getting more awake actually

 

nothing really blows my mind anymore, i know it all

 

so i dont also get into fear mode a lot, which people that watch the news or read newspapers get

 

most people seem to be live a lala world, either because of alcohol or weed or even stronger things

 

i wouldnt want a lala world, im a taurus so im for real



 

my world is real boring, but i try to make it beautiful through art

 

so id say make art of your experiences, start making videos or poems or music, ableton live is 90 days free

with everything enabled

 

just getting more and

more info isnt good

you need output as well

 

.

 

"Yes, have mentioned this fact to numerous people before. One of the cousins of my close friend was killed

by Fruadci bag in the 80s. I remember it vividly, one day he was there and the next he was gone. Flash

forward and now we are all in our mid to late 50s, and they killed one of my closest friends with CV19

Hospital protocols. Didn't even know he was sick. One day he goes into the hospital and the next he is gone.

He was a GREAT father and man. Fruadci and his brainwashed minions in these deathcare facilities are

ALL complicit in his death, as well as at the deaths of at LEAST 22 million (and counting) others.

 

Let's also not forget that one of Fraudci's biggest critics was Kary Mullis, the inventor of the PCR test. They

took him out in late 2019, most likely the same way they took out my friend, as he died of the "flu" .Also

these latest mRNA poisons are just their latest weapons, they've NEVER once isolated ANY of THEIR so-

called viruses for ALL their vaccines, nor have they proved ANY of them transmissible.....EVER!. So why

are we giving today's children dozens of poison vaccines full of mercury, aluminum, various other foreign

cell cultures from bovine, aborted babies, and more? EVERYONE must be a LOUD and PROUD anti-

vaxxers and WE ALL need to take our own heath into our own hands and STOP visiting these Rockefeller

trained and brainwashed "doctors". Find a good holistic ND., Chiropractor, or Osteopath. Heck, I'd visit a

shaman before ever stepping foot in one of their deathcare facilities. Learn how to sleep, eat, and drink

CLEAN water properly. Take care of you and your family or they will most certainly take care to kill you

and those around you."

 

.

 

no

the corona vaccine

has killed over

1 billion people

a new zeeland doctor

came out with it

some month ago

and he happened to



die afterwards

10-20% of all

who took it died.

 

i used to like somatic care

since they took care of me

when i had tried

a suicide attempt

 

i have been on

neuroleptics since 2006.

but somatic pills are

even worse than

psychiatric ones...

 

by the way

if you ever get a psychiatric

medicine injection

you will smell like a corpse

no idea what they put in

it to manage that

but its sick shit

 

im off most psychiatric and

somatic pills now, and take dip,

which releaves my heavy OCD

i also drink some

insta-coffee here and there

to be more awake

 

im so tired these days

im sure its related to

frequencies from my

internet (1gbps...)

and the nanochip.

 

its not mRNA by the way

its a self-assembling

graphene nanochip

the vaccine

(as well as all



sweetwater in the world)

has 36 sorts of

homing snake venom in it

they cooperate to attack

your weakest part of the body

thereof 1000 pro athletes

dying from "sudden heart failure"

 

by the way

it just goes to show

that all doctors got

their education because

they wanted to make money

 

lots were bribed to

get more corona patients

and they happily obliged

 

they sold out their people

 

.

 

"and they will give

themselves over to

total hedonism

become drunks

drug-addicts

(many already are

so that will be easy)"

 

thats already whats happened

 

i dont know about you

but in sweden

stockholm

people are so braindead

 

i mean

i try to talk to them

and they just said "absolut"

("absolutely")



all the time

 

i suppose they

drink a lot

of absolute vodka

 

people are already

dead inside from all

the tech and higher wages

which allow taking

of a lot of drugs

 

if they kill us all

there wont be much

of a difference.

 

.
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human-huwoman beings, wherein their agendas are to almost completely eradicate us, down to less then
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remember . . .the evil, non-human beings, aka creatures behind the evil wef, have already publicly stated,

many times now, that " you, meaning we, aka everyone will own nothing, and be happy " . . .

 

yeah . . . if they get their evil, psychotic, and psychopathic criminal ways, and take by force, everything that

we currently own, then we will own absolutely nothing, not even our own clothes, and everything else,

which is pure un-hinged over the f'n top criminal psychopathy from these evil, non-human beings, aka
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them, and retake our countries governments from " they, who live " for the moment in the shadows, while
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do you fully, and completely understand my crystal clear words, and their meanings ?

 

you dont have to

capitalize every word

makes it harder to read

but yes

i know this

but your info is

good for newcomers

 

keep up researching and

expanding your mind

it will be useful in

your next rebirth

 

.

 

i regret not getting more awake actually

 

nothing really blows my mind anymore, i know it all

 

so i dont also get into fear mode a lot, which people that watch the news or read newspapers get

 

most people seem to be live a lala world, either because of alcohol or weed or even stronger things

 

i wouldnt want a lala world, im a taurus so im for real

 

my world is real boring, but i try to make it beautiful through art

 

so id say make art of your experiences, start making videos or poems or music, ableton live is 90 days free

with everything enabled

 

just getting more and
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you need output as well

 

.

 

"Yes, have mentioned this fact to numerous people before. One of the cousins of my close friend was killed



by Fruadci bag in the 80s. I remember it vividly, one day he was there and the next he was gone. Flash

forward and now we are all in our mid to late 50s, and they killed one of my closest friends with CV19

Hospital protocols. Didn't even know he was sick. One day he goes into the hospital and the next he is gone.

He was a GREAT father and man. Fruadci and his brainwashed minions in these deathcare facilities are

ALL complicit in his death, as well as at the deaths of at LEAST 22 million (and counting) others.

 

Let's also not forget that one of Fraudci's biggest critics was Kary Mullis, the inventor of the PCR test. They

took him out in late 2019, most likely the same way they took out my friend, as he died of the "flu" .Also

these latest mRNA poisons are just their latest weapons, they've NEVER once isolated ANY of THEIR so-

called viruses for ALL their vaccines, nor have they proved ANY of them transmissible.....EVER!. So why

are we giving today's children dozens of poison vaccines full of mercury, aluminum, various other foreign

cell cultures from bovine, aborted babies, and more? EVERYONE must be a LOUD and PROUD anti-

vaxxers and WE ALL need to take our own heath into our own hands and STOP visiting these Rockefeller

trained and brainwashed "doctors". Find a good holistic ND., Chiropractor, or Osteopath. Heck, I'd visit a

shaman before ever stepping foot in one of their deathcare facilities. Learn how to sleep, eat, and drink

CLEAN water properly. Take care of you and your family or they will most certainly take care to kill you

and those around you."
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no

the corona vaccine

has killed over

1 billion people

a new zeeland doctor

came out with it

some month ago

and he happened to

die afterwards

10-20% of all

who took it died.

 

i used to like somatic care

since they took care of me

when i had tried

a suicide attempt

 

i have been on

neuroleptics since 2006.

but somatic pills are

even worse than



psychiatric ones...

 

by the way

if you ever get a psychiatric

medicine injection

you will smell like a corpse

no idea what they put in

it to manage that

but its sick shit

 

im off most psychiatric and

somatic pills now, and take dip,

which releaves my heavy OCD

i also drink some

insta-coffee here and there

to be more awake

 

im so tired these days

im sure its related to

frequencies from my

internet (1gbps...)

and the nanochip.

 

its not mRNA by the way

its a self-assembling

graphene nanochip

the vaccine

(as well as all

sweetwater in the world)

has 36 sorts of

homing snake venom in it

they cooperate to attack

your weakest part of the body

thereof 1000 pro athletes

dying from "sudden heart failure"

 

by the way

it just goes to show

that all doctors got

their education because

they wanted to make money



 

lots were bribed to

get more corona patients

and they happily obliged

 

they sold out their people

 

.

 

"and they will give

themselves over to

total hedonism

become drunks

drug-addicts

(many already are

so that will be easy)"

 

thats already whats happened

 

i dont know about you

but in sweden

stockholm

people are so braindead

 

i mean

i try to talk to them

and they just said "absolut"

("absolutely")

all the time

 

i suppose they

drink a lot

of absolute vodka

 

people are already

dead inside from all

the tech and higher wages

which allow taking

of a lot of drugs

 

if they kill us all



there wont be much

of a difference

 

.

 

"the worst ghetto"

i was at the worst

ghetto in stockholm

because they had a

library that was

open until 22:00

and i didnt have a

computer at the time

 

nothing strange happened

until a guy came in and

wanted to use a

computer for whatever

 

i didnt answer

and regret sO

 

later he screamed

"I WILL CREATE

CHAOS HERE SOMEDAY".

 

.

 

 

Yes, you stated ALL facts. If you add up all the deaths from turbo cancers, sepsis, organ failures, various

heart failures, and many others......then yes the number could be significantly larger. That is why I

capitalized the word "LEAST". I'm just using one of the more conservative estimates used that counts just

direct death from these poisons.

 

I also haven't visited one of their "Doctors" in over 15 years. I don't take their toxic tests, wear masks, or

participate in ANY of their poison propagandas. They've been using venoms and other TOXINS for many

decades. Most all of today's "modern" medicine is toxic garbage, designed to hide symptoms, at the cost of

introducing more TOXINS into your body. They don't want to address the causes, only defer the immediate

symptoms for a body already heavily saturated from toxins due to the chemtrail polluted air, food, and water

(not to mention ALL vaccines). Even the airwaves are polluted with frequencies. I've been going down this

health journey and rabbit holes for over 15-20 years. IMO, ALL diseases are a result of TOXCITY and



nutrient DEFICIENCY, as well as your state of mind. Which is why they put so much mercury and other

NEURO toxins into our babies at such a young age. They want us dumbed down and sick during our

extremely low quality and short life.

 

There is no panacea or one size fits all cure. Learn how to properly detox and stay detoxed, which also

involves drinking of plenty of clean structured water and nutrient rich foods that are right for YOUR body.

Combine that with walking, light weekly exercise, mindfulness stretching, proper breathing and sleeping

....and you will NEVER get sick. I haven't had as much as the sniffles for many years. I do all of the above

and much, much more. I used both infrared and steam saunas, as well as red light therapy...and I also do

about an hour of breathing/stretching almost everyday. I do Salt caves and periodic float sessions. I plan also

trying acupuncture, hyperbaric O2 therapy, and much more.

 

BTW, I'm about halfway through my 2nd round of Brain Neuro-feedback therapy. It's expensive, but I'd

HIGHLY suggest you try it

 

wow

ive started

lifting weights

or rather

just "air boxing"

ive lost 13 kg in a month

im gonna weigh myself soon

when another month

has passed by

 

i used to

weigh 140 kg

now its 113kg

 

i also used to be XS in size

this was 2014 when i even

shut off the electricity at home

 

i think electricity causes

more diseases than

anything else

even before we had 5g

 

my aim was to have no tinitus

no "white noise" in my head

and i finally managed to do it



 

wasnt online either

 

i came to a higher

frequency world then

even without drugs

sort of like angels and

demons and magick

 

.

 

"The "Heavenly Jerusalem Project" is being carried out in Ukraine by Igor Berkut, wherein many thousands

of israeli jews are being moved into Ukraine for the establishment of a new Khazaria/Greater Israel, while

they use the war with Russia as an excuse to slaughter the native population"

 

.

 

well, its the truckers

(canada, australia)

and farmers (europe)

who have defended us

those who know

what hard work is

and what it means to live

but they lost and they are losing...

 

as for me

im mostly playing computer

games nowadays

 

it all feels so futile

 

if the point of life is

to laugh and have fun

then i have no more fun

than when playing a MMORPG

its sad but true

matrix inside a matrix...

 

</center>
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